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GRADE K       

Title Author Summary Awards & Honors 

Pio Peep! : Traditional 

Spanish Nursery Rhymes 

Ada, A A collection of more than two dozen nursery 

rhymes in Spanish, from Spain and Latin 

America, with English translations. 

  

With Love, Little Red Hen Ada, A A series of letters describe the actions of 

Goldilocks, Peter Rabbit, the Three Pigs, Little 

Red Hen, and other storybook characters when 

Little Red Hen and her chicks become the target 

of the unsavory Wolf and his cousin, Fer 

O'Cious. 

2004-2005 NC Children's Picture Book Award 

2002-2003 WY Buckaroo Award  

At The Firehouse With 

Dad 

Athaide, T No Mackin annotations.   

Yum, Apples! Athaide, T No Mackin annotations.   

Baby Goes To Market AtinukE When Baby and Mama go to the market in 

South West Nigeria, Baby begins sampling all 

the treats Mama puts in the basket without her 

knowing; and Mama grows concerned that Baby 

is hungry because of how long it's taking to get 

all the food. 

Children's Africana Book Award 

2018 NCSS Notable Social Studies Book 

2017 Chicago Public Library Best of the Best 

2018 Charlotte Zolotow Award 

2018 ALA Notable Children's Book 

Roads And Bridges Carr, R Uses bright illustrations and simple sentences to 

describe how young Rob builds roads and 

bridges in a sandbox. 

  

Roar Like A Tiger Clough, M A young girl named Katie's throat gets red and 

sore so her mother takes her to the doctor, where 

she must roar like a tiger so the doctor can see 

her throat. 

  

Derek Plays Comodromos, E No Mackin annotations, King School series   

Oh No! Comodromos, E Victor and Robert eat lunch together and talk 

about what food they have--deciding eventually 

to swap fruit. 

  

Shopping List Comodromos, E A young girl helps her mother grocery shop by 

reading her the shopping list and crossing items 

off as they get them. 

  

So Much! Cooke, T Relatives arriving in succession give in to their 

desire to squeeze and kiss and play with the 

baby. 

Nestle Children's Book Prize 

Starred Review and Honor Book 

Max And The Tag-along 

Moon 

Cooper, F When Max leaves his grandfather's house, the 

moon follows him all the way home, just as 

Grandpa promised it would. 

Best Children's Books of 2014 

2014 CCBC Award  
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2014 Charlotte Zolotow Award 

2014-2015 Keystone to Reading Primary Award 

Alphabet Party Creasy, M When Cassy has an alphabet birthday party, the 

guests bring items that start with the same letter 

that begins their own names. 

  

Choose A Pet Dufresne, M Simple text and color photographs depict a 

variety of pets one can choose. 

  

Dad Is At Work Dufresne, M Simple text and color photographs depict 

various fathers who are dentists, teachers, 

carpenters, doctors, and firefighters. 

  

My Classroom Dufresne, M Photographs and simple, repetitive text identify 

objects one can find in a classroom. 

  

My School Dufresne, M Identifies the various rooms within a school.   

Ping-pong Dufresne, M Simple text and color photographs depict how to 

play ping-pong. 

  

Reading Partners Dufresne, M Photographs show children reading to a variety 

of toys. 

  

Painting Ellis, J Uses bright photographs and simple statements 

to depict the painting of a little girl with a 

variety of techniques. 

  

We March Evans, S Illustrations and brief text portray the events of 

the 1963 march in Washington, D.C., where the 

Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. delivered a 

historic speech. 

2013 Best Children's Book Award 

2013 CCBC Book 

2013 Charlotte Zolotow Award 

2012 Chicago Public Library Best of the Best 

2013 DC Capitol Choices Award 

Jane Addams Winner/Honor 

NCSS Notable Social Studies Title 

Compendium Fall 2012 

Meet Yasmin! Faruqi, S In this compilation of four separately published 

books, Pakistani American second grader 

Yasmin learns to cope with the small problems 

of school and home, while gaining confidence in 

her own skills and creative abilities. 

2018 School Library Journal Best Book List 

2019 WI Just One More Page! List 

2020 WA Otter Award Nominee 

2018 Chicago Public Library Best of the Best  

Compendium Title  

Yasmin The Builder Faruqi, S During recess, Yasmin gets inspiration for her 

makerspace project that brings the whole class 

together. 

  

Yasmin The Painter Faruqi, S A young girl named Yasmin is trying to find 

inspiration to paint something for Friday's art 

contest, but she doesn't know what she should 
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paint and is worried about making a mess--but 

maybe a mess is exactly what she needs. 

Making Butter Feely, J This short, color illustrated book uses simple 

words and actions to tell the story of how to 

make butter. 

  

Nothing In The Mailbox Ford, C Never receiving anything for himself in the 

mailbox, a child decides to write letters to 

almost everyone he knows, with happy results. 

  

It's Football Time Geddes, D A group of neighborhood children get together 

to play a game of football.  

  

Jordan At The Big Game Giles, J Uses colorful illustrations and simple sentences 

to demonstrate how Jordan was picked to play in 

the big game of soccer instead of his friend 

Liam who was afraid to try when his name was 

called. Jordan invites Liam to run onto the field 

with him. 

  

Katie's Butterfly Giles, J When Katie's caterpillar at school turns into a 

butterfly, she helps it fly on the playground. 

  

My Grandma And 

Grandpa 

Giles, J A young Asian boy describes his visit to his 

grandparent's house and the things they do 

together. 

  

My Little Sister Giles, J A young girl describes how she plays with her 

little sister. Features simple text and color 

photographs. 

  

Our Mom Giles, J Simple text and photographs showcase a young 

boy and his little sister and how they help and 

love their mother, a preschool teacher, and how 

she helps them. 

  

Walk, Ride, Run Giles, J Emma and Matthew decide to have a race to 

their mother that includes walking, riding their 

bikes, and running. 

  

Honey, I Love Greenfield, E A young girl expresses what she loves about 

life. 

2017 Brightly.com Recommended Diversity Poetry Title 

CCBC Awarded and Star Reviewed 

My Farm Hastings, J A young boy shows all the things he has on his 

farm, as well as all the things he likes to eat that 

come from the farm. 

  

What A Street! Hazen, B No Mackin annotations.   

Girl With The Parrot On 

Her Head 

Hirst, D Isabel's best friend Simon moves away and she 

is sad, angry, and lonely. She decides that she 

and her parrot are fine alone. But when she 

Best Children's Books of 2017 

2017 Outstanding International Booklist 
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encounters a new problem, a new friend named 

Chester just might be able to help solve all her 

problems. 

Flowers Hoenecke, K Presents illustrations of flowers of different 

colors. 

  

Clean Up Time Holden, P A group of children help to clean up all of their 

art supplies so they can go out and play. 

  

Friends Are Fun Holden, P Simple text and photographs introduce learning 

young readers to friends and friendship, 

stressing the words "at, me, to, I, like," and 

"play." 

  

Make A Snowman Holden, P Simple text and color illustrations depict two 

children building a snowman. 

  

Our Weather Holden, P Simple sentences and color illustrations depict 

children enjoying all types of weather including 

snow, wind, and sun. 

  

Snack Time Holden, P Each morning a little girl takes some fruit from 

her family's fruit bowl for a tasty and healthy 

snack. 

  

Big Bob, Little Bob Howe, J Big Bob likes trucks and throwing balls, and 

Little Bob likes dolls and being quiet. They 

struggle to overcome their differences and be 

friends until a girl named Blossom moves into 

the neighborhood and Big Bob defends Little 

Bob's choice of toys.  

2017 ALA Rainbow Project Book List  

2018 Amelia Bloomer Project Book 

Moms Hugo, M Simple text and color photographs depict the 

different occupations of mothers. 

  

Pets Hugo, M Simple text accompanies photos of children next 

to their beloved pets, from a cat to a snake. 

  

Soup Day Iwai, M A mother and child spend a snowy day together 

buying and preparing vegetables, assembling 

ingredients, and playing while their big pot of 

soup bubbles on the stove. Includes a recipe for 

"Snowy Day Vegetable Soup." 

Compendium Spring 2011 

Mai-li's Surprise Jackson, M Mai-Li helps her older brother Li-Chi make a 

beautiful tiger kite. 

  

Shintaro's Umbrellas Jackson, M Shintaro helps Grandfather make umbrellas of 

many different sizes, colors, and uses. 

  

Down By The Sea Jarden, J Meg and her grandma take a walk on the rocks 

by the sea and observe the creatures inside the 
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rock pools. When a big boat passes by, a wave 

splashes over where they are standing. Grandma 

picks Meg up to prevent her from getting wet, 

but the wave washes water… 

Do Like Kyla Johnson, A A little girl imitates her big sister Kyla all day, 

until in the evening Kyla imitates her. 

  

In The Army Johnson, B When Brandon comes over to Derek's house to 

play, he is surprised to find that Derek lives with 

his grandparents--that is because Derek's mom is 

serving in the military. Derek excitedly tells 

Brandon all the cool things his mom does in the 

service. 

  

Messy Room Johnson, B When Jasmine stays at her father's apartment all 

week, her room gets very messy. She can't find 

anything. Even though it takes her hours on 

Saturday to clean her room, she can finally find 

everything. 

  

When I Grow Up Johnson, B It's career day in Mrs. Hall's classroom and 

different children find inspiration in the adults' 

presentations. 

  

My Princess Boy Kilodavis, C Tells the story of a young boy who likes to dress 

up in girls' clothing and play with girls' toys. 

Based on the true story of the author's own son. 

2012 CCBC Book 

Same, Same But Different Kostecki-shaw, 

J 

Pen pals Elliot, who lives in America, and 

Kailash, who lives in India, exchange letters and 

learn about each other's country and interests in 

the process. 

2012-2013 AL Camillia Award  

2012 Best Children's Book Award 

2015 Booklist Editor's Choice Media Award 

Ezra Jack Keats New Writer Award  

2013-2014 GA Picture Storybook Award 

2014 IL Monarch Award  

2014 IN Young Hoosier Award  

2012 TX 2x2 Book List Title 

Bubbles, Bubbles 

Everywhere 

Kuhn, D Using colorful pictures, depicts the pleasure of 

playing with a variety of bubbles. 

  

Show And Tell Lang, G A little boy brings a small furry creature with a 

long tail to school and his classmates ask 

questions to determine what it is. 

  

Too Busy Lang, G This short, color illustrated book uses simple 

words and actions to tell the story of a busy 

family. 
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Parts Of The Body Lawrence, T Depicts some different parts of the body, 

including eyes, hands, fingers, feet, toes, nose, 

and mouth. Includes an illustrated glossary. 

  

Please, Puppy, Please Lee, S Uses bright illustrations and simple phrases to 

demonstrate how small high-energy toddlers 

cope with an adventurous puppy. 

Children's Book of the Month Club Main Selection  

Black Expressions Book Club Featured Selection 

Star Reviewed and Honor Book 

Fruit Smoothie Lewis, R Simple text and color photographs depict how to 

make a fruit smoothie by adding various fruits 

and juice to a blender. 

  

Jake's First Word Luongo, J When a toddler named Jake learns to say the 

word "no," his family quickly grows tired of 

hearing it so Jake's big sister teaches him a new 

word. 

  

My Brother Wants To Be 

Like Me 

Mader, J Simple illustrations and easy-to-read text 

explore the different ways an older brother helps 

his younger brother.  

  

Big Lie Manushkin, F When Jake loses his brand new toy airplane, 

Katie Woo lies and says that she does not know 

where it is. 

  

Big Stink Manushkin, F Pedro's class is learning about the sense of 

smell. But when something in the room starts to 

stink, the lesson turns smelly. Everyone searches 

where the smell is coming from, and in the 

process, Pedro learns the importance of standing 

up for a classmate.  

  

Boo, Katie Woo! Manushkin, F When Katie is scared by a shadow, she climbs a 

tree and luckily finds Jake's missing kitten.  

  

Boss Of The World Manushkin, F When Katie Woo and her friends go to the 

beach, Katie is so rude and bossy that her friends 

do not want to play with her. 

  

Cowgirl Katie Manushkin, F Katie's dad surprises her with a trip to a ranch 

where she can ride a real horse. 

  

Goodbye To Goldie Manushkin, F Katie Woo learns different ways to cope with 

the death of her dog. 

  

Katie And The Class Pet Manushkin, F When Katie is chosen to take the class pet, 

Binky the guinea pig, home for the weekend, she 

runs into a problem. 

  

Katie And The Fancy 

Substitute 

Manushkin, F When an elegant substitute teacher arrives in 

Katie's class, Katie's attempts to impress her 

keep going wrong. 
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Katie And The Haunted 

Museum 

Manushkin, F Katie, her father, JoJo, and Pedro are on a 

special sleepover at the museum; but at night the 

dark halls are spooky, and it is easy to imagine 

that the dinosaurs are ghosts haunting the 

museum--and when Mr. Woo disappears the 

children become frightened. 

  

Katie Finds A Job Manushkin, F As Career Day at school approaches, Katie has 

great ideas for helping her friends present their 

future professions, but cannot think of a job that 

she would like to do. 

  

Katie Saves Thanksgiving Manushkin, F When a snowstorm causes the power to go out 

Katie and her parents think their Thanksgiving 

dinner with JoJo and Pedro is ruined, but by 

being a good neighbor, Katie saves the day. 

  

Katie Saves The Earth Manushkin, F With Earth Day coming up, Katie decides to 

have a yard sale with her friends and recycle her 

old toys. 

  

Katie Woo Has The Flu Manushkin, F Katie misses school while she is home with the 

flu. 

  

Katie Woo, Where Are 

You? 

Manushkin, F While shopping with her parents in a mall, Katie 

helps a lost boy, not realizing that she may be 

lost, too. 

  

Katie's Lucky Birthday Manushkin, F Katie looks forward to celebrating her birthday 

at school, and then finds a way to make it even 

more special when her friend Pedro mentions 

that he has a summer birthday. 

  

Katie's New Shoes Manushkin, F When Katie outgrows her shoes, she and her 

friends JoJo and Pedro go to the shoe store with 

their mothers. 

  

Katie's Spooky Sleepover Manushkin, F Katie has a lot of fun with her friends at her 

sleepover, but when her lucky kimono goes 

missing, she's afraid a monster might have taken 

it.  

  

Moving Day Manushkin, F When Katie Woo's family moves, she is sad 

about leaving her room to a stranger, and even 

more concerned that the new house will never 

feel like home.  

  

Nervous Night Manushkin, F When Katie arrives at her grandparent's home 

for a sleepover, she becomes very nervous about 

being in a strange place all night. 
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No More Teasing Manushkin, F The class bully loves to tease Katie Woo until 

she decides to ignore him. 

2011-2012 PA Reader's Choice Award  

No Valentines For Katie Manushkin, F Katie Woo is afraid that nobody likes her when 

she doesn't get a special valentine like her school 

friends. 

  

On Top Of The World Manushkin, F Pedro's family and his friends are spending the 

day at the amusement park, enjoying the rides 

and the snacks, so when they get separated from 

Pedro's brother, Paco, and their mother, a ride on 

the Ferris wheel seems like it offers an excellent 

way to spot... 

  

Pedro And The Shark Manushkin, F When Pedro gets separated from his class during 

a field trip to the aquarium, he manages to find 

them by taking a cue from a shark he saw 

swimming in circles.  

  

Pedro For President Manushkin, F Pedro runs for class president against his friend 

Katie Woo. When it's time to give his speech, he 

can't seem to come up with anything. But his 

goodness shines through in other ways.  

  

Pedro Goes Buggy Manushkin, F Pedro fills jars with all the ants, ladybugs, and 

beetles he can find for a school project, but 

disaster strikes when his little brother Paco lets 

them all loose. 

  

Pedro The Great Manushkin, F Pedro has a series of adventures when he 

pretends to be a pirate, meets a shark on a class 

field trip, builds a shaky tower out of cups, and 

takes karate lessons. 

  

Pedro The Ninja Manushkin, F When Pedro enters the same karate class as his 

friends Katie and JoJo, he learns some of the 

ninja moves that he admires in the movies. 

  

Pedro, First-class Friend Manushkin, F Presents four stories featuring a seven-year-old 

Hispanic boy named Pedro as he shows how 

good a friend he can be. In the first, a toy 

monster truck helps Pedro overcome his 

nightmares; second, Pedro overcomes a broken 

arm with the help of friends and family. 

  

Pedro, First-grade Hero Manushkin, F A collection of four separately published stories 

featuring Pedro, Katie Woo's classmate and 

friend. 
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Pedro's Big Break Manushkin, F A young boy named Pedro is disappointed when 

he falls off his bike and breaks his arm. His 

friends and family come up with a plan to cheer 

him up when he realizes he'll have to miss his 

camping trip because of his broken arm.  

  

Pedro's Big Goal Manushkin, F Pedro would love to be the goalie in the team's 

first game, but another boy is bigger--so all his 

friends come over to help him practice before 

the tryout. 

  

Pedro's Monster Manushkin, F Despite his father's reassurances, Pedro is 

frightened by the monsters in his dreams--until 

he finds a way to use his love of monster trucks 

to defeat his dream monsters. 

  

Pedro's Mystery Club Manushkin, F Pedro decides to start a detective club in his 

backyard, just as his mom's locket goes missing 

along with his dad's phone. Pedro and his friends 

can't wait to solve their first mystery. 

  

Pedro's Tricky Tower Manushkin, F Miss Winkle separates the class into teams and 

instructs them to build towers out of paper cups, 

and the group who builds the tallest tower wins--

but they have very little success until Pedro has 

an idea about how it can be done. 

  

Pirate Pedro Manushkin, F When Pedro and his friends bring pirate day 

home from school, they have to decide who will 

be captain--which is hard when they all want to 

be.  

  

Red, White, And Blue And 

Katie Woo! 

Manushkin, F As Katie, her parents, and friends celebrate 

Independence Day with a parade, games, a 

picnic, and fireworks, the few things that go 

wrong do not interfere with their fun. 

  

Star Of The Show Manushkin, F Katie is sad when she is cast as an earthworm in 

her school play, because that means she cannot 

be the star. 

  

Tricky Tooth Manushkin, F Katie is the only one in her class who has not 

lost a tooth, but despite all of her efforts, her 

wiggly tooth refuses to come out. 

  

Alma And How She Got 

Her Name 

Martinez-neal, J Alma Sofia Esperanza José Pura Candela asks 

her father why she has so many names. Her 

father then tells stories from their rich family 

2019 Caldecot Honor 

2019-2020 Great Texas Mosquito List 

2020 NV Picture Book Award Nominee 

2018 SLJ Best Book List 
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history about each of the people Alma is named 

after and what they have in common with her.  

2019 ALA Honor 

2020 IL Monarch Award 

2019 ALA Noteable Children's Books 

2019 NH Ladybug Nominee 

2020 MN Star of the North Picture Book Nominee 

2019 CLASP Americas Award  

Compendium Spring 2018 

Look Who's Reading Mattison, R With simple text and color photographs, shows 

young children reading with a variety of people 

from their parents and siblings to their 

grandparents and themselves. 

  

Beach Boat Mcmillan, D Harry and his Dad build a boat out of sand on 

the beach. 

  

Birthday Presents Mcmillan, D Matthew and Emma, brother and sister, go into 

the store with their mom and dad one at a time 

in order to find birthday gifts for one another, 

and end up getting each other the same thing. 

  

Bowling At Home Mcmillan, D Ella and her mom and grandmother cannot go 

bowling because their car stopped working, but 

then they decide to make their own bowling fun 

at home. 

  

Brad's Birthday Cake Mcmillan, D A young girl named Ella is invited to Brad's 

birthday party, so she and her grandmother 

decide to make Brad a cake. However, since 

Brad is blind, they do not put candles on the 

cake, but something just as special instead. 

  

Classroom Caterpillars Mcmillan, D Katie brings caterpillars to school and takes care 

of them, bringing them leaves and pumpkin to 

eat. 

  

Telling The Truth Mcmillan, D When two boys break their mother's vase, they 

struggle to find the courage to tell the truth. 

  

At Home Sick Mohr, C Derek is sad to wake up and find he is sick on 

his birthday and can't go to school. He will miss 

the birthday cards his classmates plan to give 

him. Fortunately for Derek, his class makes him 

a birthday surprise and his teacher delivers it to 

his house. 

  

Cookie Problem Mohr, C Victor and Isabel have a problem--they both 

want the last cookie. But they find that splitting 

it in half solves their problem--at least until their 
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younger brother decides he'd like some cookie, 

too. 

Finders Keepers Mohr, C During recess Derek finds a five-dollar bill and 

begins thinking of all the things he can buy. He 

then runs into Robert who lost the money and 

Derek returns it. 

  

Let's Jump Rope Mohr, C Simple rhyming text and photographs introduce 

learning young readers to the fun they can have 

while jumping rope. 

  

Snow Mohr, C Simple text and illustrations relate a story about 

how a young girl named Jasmine goes outside 

and has fun on a snowy day. 

  

Then And Now Mohr, C A girl and her grandmother talk about the ways 

that modern technology differs from devices of 

years past. 

  

Heather Has Two 

Mommies 

Newman, L When Heather goes to playgroup, at first she 

feels bad because she has two mothers and no 

father, but then she learns that there are lots of 

different kinds of families and the most 

important thing is that all the people love each 

other. 

2016 ALA Rainbow Project Book List 

2016 CCBC Book List 

2015 Parent's Choice Award Winner 

National Education Association LGBTQ Recommended 

Title 

Growing Tomatoes O'neil, S This easy-to-read photo-essay examines how 

tomatoes grow. 

  

Needs Parkes, B Introduces the concept of the basic needs in life 

such as clothing, food, and housing. 

  

Lost Mother Prince, S A boy and his mother go shopping and get 

separated. The boy retraces their steps 

throughout the grocery store, asks a clerk for 

help finding his lost mom, and finds her by the 

magazines. 

  

Pet For Me Prince, S This short, color illustrated book uses simple 

words and actions to tell the story of a boy 

trying to find the right pet. 

  

Night Walk Prokopchak, A A family takes a walk at night to see if they can 

spot any wildlife such as deer, skunks, or owls. 

  

Grab Bag Randell, B When two children and their parents each 

purchase a grab bag at the store, the children 

receive a comb and toothbrush while their 

parents receive toys. 
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Mother's Day Randell, B Uses colorful illustrations and simple sentences 

to depict how two children celebrate Mother's 

Day with their mom by making two cards and 

giving her breakfast in bed. 

  

Sally's Red Bucket Randell, B Mom takes Sally to the beach. While she plays 

with a friend, the waves start to take Sally's red 

bucket away. 

  

Award Day Reilly, C Josh, a young deaf kid, gets an award at award 

day, along with his beloved big brother Ben. 

  

Harry's New Hat Reilly, C When Harry loses his new hat, he looks for it all 

over the playground until he realizes it was in 

his backpack all along. 

  

Playing With Milly Reilly, C Tessa and Alice are playing hide-and-seek in the 

park when Milly, the new girl with crutches, 

shows up. Tessa and Alice do the right thing and 

play a game that Milly can play with them, too. 

  

Smallest Girl In The 

Smallest Grade 

Roberts, J Sally McCabe is a very little girl, and nobody 

notices her, although she notices everything that 

goes on around her--but when she speaks out 

about the unkindness she sees, people start to 

pay attention. 

E.B. White Read Aloud Award Honor 

Blackout Rocco, J During an urban blackout, the residents of a city 

rediscover the joys of simply spending time 

together without the trappings of modern 

technology. 

2011 Caldecott Honor 

2012 ALA Honor 

2012 Notable Children's Books 

2013-2014 AR Diamond Primary 

2012 CCBC Children's Book Lis 

2012 DC Capitol Choices Book 

2012-2013 Florida Reading Nominee 

2013-2014 GA Picture Storybook Award 

2013-2014 IA Goldfinch Award  

2013 IL Monarch Award 

2014 IN Young Hoosier Award 

2012-2013 KS Bill Martin Jr. Award 

2012-2013 MD Black-Eyed Susan Award 

2013-2014 MN Star of the North Award 

2012-2013 NC Children's Picture Book Award 

2013-2014 NE Golden Sower Award 

2012 NH Landybug Award 

2014 NV Picture Book Award 

2011 School Library Journal Best Books 
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2013-2014 SD Prairie Bud Award 

2013-2014 TN Volunteer Primary Award 

2012 TX 2x2 Book List 

2012-2013 UT Beehive Children's Picture Book 

2012-2013 VT Red Clover Award 

2012-2013 WI Golden Archer Award Winner 

2015-2016 WY Buckaroo Award  

Compendium Fall 2011 

Max And Zoe : The 

Lunchroom Fight 

Sateren, S After Max and Zoe quarrel over who will sit 

with Anna at the peanut-free table, they look for 

a solution that will make everybody happy. 

  

Max And Zoe : The 

Science Fair 

Sateren, S Searching for a really cool science project, Max 

decides to demonstrate how dogs can read faces, 

with Zoe's help. 

  

Max And Zoe : The Very 

Best Art Project 

Sateren, S When Zoe has trouble drawing a self-portrait for 

the second grade art project, she turns to Max 

for help. 

  

Max And Zoe : Too Many 

Tricks 

Sateren, S It is April Fool's Day, but Max needs to learn 

that not all pranks are funny. 

  

Max And Zoe At School Sateren, S Max learns the importance of keeping his desk 

clean, with help from his friend Zoe. 

  

Max And Zoe At The 

Dentist 

Sateren, S Zoe helps Max feel brave when he has to go to 

the dentist to have two teeth pulled. 

  

Max And Zoe At The 

Doctor 

Sateren, S While practicing gymnastics with his friend Zoe, 

Max cuts his leg and must get stitches. 

  

Max And Zoe At The 

Library 

Sateren, S Max learns the importance of taking good care 

of library books, with help from his friend Zoe. 

  

Tiger In My Soup Sheth, K Left in the care of his older sister, a boy begs her 

to read his favorite book but she is too absorbed 

in her own reading even to notice when a tiger 

comes to life in the steam from his soup. 

2014-2015 AL Camellia Award  

2014 Best Children's Book Age 5-9 

2014-2015 GA Picture Storybook Award 

2014 OH Buckeye Children's Award 

2013-2014 TX Mockingbird Book Award 

Compendium Fall 2013 

Making A Car Sloan, P This easy-to-read photo-essay examines how to 

make a cardboard box car. 

  

On Saturday Sloan, P Illustrates weekend household activities using 

simple text and color photographs. 

  

Big Helicopter Smith, A Siblings Matthew and Emma go with their dad 

to see a big helicopter and almost miss it. 
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Broken Flower Pot Smith, A When Joe and Katie accidentally break the 

neighbor's flower pot with their ball, they think 

of a creative way to replace it. 

  

Friend For Max Smith, A A new family moves into Max's neighborhood. 

He meets a boy his age and they become friends. 

  

Going On Vacation Smith, A Uses bright photographs and simple sentences to 

depict a variety of vehicles which families ride 

when going on vacation. 

  

Jake's Car Smith, A Simple text and photographs show how Jake 

shows his dad how his remote control car can go 

up and down hills made out of a green rug. 

  

Katie's Caterpillar Smith, A Katie is disappointed she isn't chosen to look 

after the class pet, so she decides to stay home 

from school. But when she finds a caterpillar in 

the backyard, she changes her mind and decides 

to take care of the new class caterpillar. 

  

Leaf Boats Smith, A Matthew and Emma watch two bigger children 

race boats at a lake. Their father shows them 

how to make boats out of the leaves, and they 

have their own boat leaf race. 

  

Look Up, Look Down Smith, A A group of children follow clues involving 

searching up and down in order to find hidden 

teddy bears. 

  

Mitch To The Rescue Smith, A When Mitch goes canoeing with his brother Ben 

and their father, he is able to save a lost duckling 

and reunite it with its family by scooping it up in 

his new sunhat. 

  

Nest On The Beach Smith, A When Meg and her grandma find a bird's nest on 

the beach, they build a fence of sticks around it 

to protect it. 

  

Teasing Mom Smith, A Matthew and Emma help Mom water the 

garden. Then Matthew decides to play a trick on 

Mom. 

  

Zac And Chirpy Smith, A Simple text and color photographs depict a boy 

named Zac who feeds his bird, Chirpy. 

  

We Are Grateful : 

Otsaliheliga 

Sorell, T Shows young readers the ways Cherokee people 

express gratitude throughout the year. Features 

Cherokee words along with pronunciation, 

Cherokee syllabary, and definition. Also 

2019 Sibert Honor Book  

2019 Orbis Pictus Honor Book  

NPR's Guide to 2018's Great Reads Title 

Kirkus Reviews Best Books of 2018 

School Library Journal Best Books of 2018 
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includes a Cherokee syllabary guide and a 

glossary. 

2018 JLG Selection 

2019 Reading the West Picture Book Award 

Mountains and Plains Booksellers Association Award 

Robert F. Sibert Award 

2019 ALA Award and Honor 

2019 Picture This! Reading List Title 

2019 ALA Notable Children's Book  

2019 CCBC Book 

Compendium Title  

Halloween Stavetski, B Derek asks his grandfather to help him make a 

costume that no one else has for Halloween. 

Together they make a robot costume out of 

recycled materials. Derek is happy that none of 

his friends in his classroom are dressed as 

robots.  

  

In The Tub Stavetski, B No Mackin annotations.   

Magic Tricks Stavetski, B A young boy named victor entertains his family 

with magic tricks. Things take a silly turn when 

he runs out of tricks to perform. 

  

Magic Village Stavetski, B Sisters Kendra and Layla go to the beach with 

their parents and spend the day making a magic 

village with a castle out of sand. But when the 

tide comes in, the water washes it all away. The 

girls are sad until they see the treasures the 

water leaves behind 

  

Roller Coaster Stavetski, B Jasmin and her mom go to an amusement park 

and Jasmin tries to convince her mother to ride 

the big roller coaster with her. But mom is too 

scared so they do other things, until Jasmin 

finally convinces her mom to ride the ride. 

  

Pat And Pea Soup Stegall, B A little girl named Pat lends a helping hand to 

her dad at a soup kitchen for the homeless and 

learns to enjoy helping others. 

  

Want To Play Trucks? Stott, A Two young boys find ways to merge their 

favorite things into playing together in a 

sandbox. While Jack loves to play with trucks, 

Alex loves to play with dolls. They enjoying 

playing together and discover they have a shared 

love for ice cream. 

2019 CCBC Book List 

Cold And Hot Sweeney, J No Mackin annotations.   
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First Laugh : Welcome, 

Baby! 

Tahe, R A Navajo family welcomes a new baby into the 

family with love and ceremony, eagerly waiting 

for that first special laugh. Includes brief 

description of birth customs in different cultures. 

2019 CCBC Book 

I Am Actually A Penguin Taylor, S An imaginative young girl gets a penguin 

costume and immediately begins acting like one, 

going so far as to not talk or eat human food 

because that's not what penguins do.  

  

Mommy's Khimar Thompkins-

bigelow, J 

Colorful illustrations show a young African 

American Muslim girl trying on her mother's 

headscarf, called a khimar or hijab. The yellow 

khimar means the most and as she wears it 

throughout the day, feeling the love of her 

family both Muslim and non-Muslim... 

2018 Best Books of NPR, Kirkus Reviews, School Library 

Journal and Shelf Awareness 

2019 Picture This! Reading List 

2019 ALA Notable Children's Book 

2019 CCBC Book List Title 

2019-2020 Texas Mockingbird Award Nominee 

Compendium Spring 2018 

Rani Comes To Stay Tidey, J A young girl named Rani goes to a friend's 

house to have a sleepover when her mom has to 

go on a trip. Rani misses her home at night, but 

she is reassured that her mother will come get 

her after breakfast. 

  

Ojiichan's Gift Uegaki, C When Mayumi was born, her grandfather 

created a special garden for her. As she grew, 

they spent many wonderful summers tending to 

it. One summer, everything changes and 

Mayumi figures out a way to help her 

grandfather remember their special garden. 

Compendium Title  

Jazz Baby Weatherford, C A group of children move and play, hum and 

sleep to a jazz beat. 

  

Ashley's Elephant Zaretsky, E Ashley's good at caring of lots of pets, but she 

has a hard time convincing her parents she 

would be able to care for a pet elephant. 

  

Dollar Zimelman, N Archie's lucky find makes everyone smile, even 

himself. 

  

Baby Rigby PM 

Readers 

Simple sentences and color photographs depict a 

baby eating, crawling, playing, and sleeping 

among other activities. 

  

Caring For Plants Rigby PM 

Readers 

Describes how plants need soil, water, and 

sunlight to live. 

  

Changing Seasons Rigby PM 

Readers 

No Mackin annotations.   
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Harry And The Little 

Robot 

  Rigby PM 

Readers 

Simple text and illustrations tell the story of how 

Harry goes to the toy store with his mom and 

gets a Little Robot toy. 

  

My Dog Rigby PM 

Readers 

Simple, repetitive text describes a dog sitting, 

playing, eating, and sleeping. 

  

My Face Rigby PM 

Readers 

No Mackin annotations.   

My School Bus Rigby PM 

Readers 

No Mackin annotations.   

Park Rigby PM 

Readers 

Simple text and color photographs depict things 

seen in a park including flowers, animals, trees, 

and lakes. 

  

Playing With Jip Rigby PM 

Readers 

Two young children play ball with their dog 

named Jip in the yard. Includes a picture 

glossary and color photographs. 

  

Rain Is Water Rigby PM 

Readers 

Simple text and color photographs teach young 

children about what happens when it rains. 

  


